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“Timeless design. One car for life.”
@rickdfilho

“This is a beast.”
@joshmckennna

“This are the updates I have been waiting for. Please continue.”
@metal_guard_s550

“The JAX is flipping fantastic! Green for me!”
@creativecrossfire

“I’d sign up for that in a heartbeat. Keep up the good work!”
E.P.

“This is the only car I need.”
@hutchinsonmini

“This will be my first EV, guaranteed.”
@zc6_charles

“Oh my gosh, these are incredible.”
@coupeandhatch

“Yes. It’s beautiful. We want it.”
@beezy_w_the_dinger

“I would buy this right now.”
@fj80_t3_144

“Too excited about this.”
@li0nl0e

“My absolute favorite!!!”
@jarobiwhite

“One of the many reasons why I love this company. You make 
the sort of cars that we loved growing up.”
@kevinkempis

“I’m a huge fan of your designs. I really want to get a WOLF when they hit production, and my wife adores the JAX.”
E.P.

“That’s an EV I can appreciate.”
@crownandpiston

“This brand is the one manufacturer I am eagerly awaiting. The styling and intent is perfect.”
@mackeycars
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“This is the ONLY electric vehicle I would buy in today’s market.”
@CaptainCoote

“1 Vote from me! I will surely buy one if I ever get the chance to drive one!”
@HandyDan

“Love this thing and what Alpha is doing. It 
could end up being everyone’s first new car, 
like trucks were when I was a kid.”
@MajesticNerd

“You guys are bringing back the old school beautiful designs! Can’t wait to get that Wolf+!!!”
@gabrielmancia4279

“I’m a wildlife biologist who spends all of my free time outdoors. Camping, hiking, snowboarding, surfing, scuba diving, you get 
the idea. I want to switch over to a wolf when it comes out!”
A.G.

“I saw the truck back at SEMA and it looked amazing.”
R.M.

“My partner and I have been on the list for one of these since the initial reveal. Single cab for him, Wolf+ for me.”
@MrCrismystery

“The world needs this timeless, incredible design”
@787kokito

“What a fantastic classic looking truck! I hope this makes it over to the United Kingdom.”
@relliot174

“I really love the aesthetic here - and the concept of one platform 
- many solutions.”
@thomaspippin5883

“All their designs are incredible. I can’t wait to see these on the streets. I want the pickup truck so bad!”
@BuRt0nRid3R

“Impressive. I hadn’t really considered an electric truck until 
just now.” 
@ronruba9147

“I have an early Cybertruck reservation but now I think that Alpha Wolf is much closer to my use case. I hope you make this great 
truck ... and soon! Best!”
@toshkojelezarov908

“Would love to see a WOLF in person!”
M.L.
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“Best looking electric truck.”
@zlothra

“I fell in love with this car.”
@user-en2zr7fz3q

“This is a real electric truck!!!!”
@bebe9631

“I WANT ONE!!!”
@jaimedozer2564

“I love the way it looks, sleek and retro.”
@lucashayse7282

“I feel like it hits every mark that is missing from the passenger 
pickup market. Go Alpha, go!”
A.C.

“If you come to Calgary hit me up, I love your truck and would love a ride in one”
A.B.

“Best electric truck on the market.”
@kiwizzle03

“This is by far the most exciting E-pickup I’ve seen.” 
@hulkyfps

“It’s all so juicy and right! A+ design.”
@AdamZinzan

“Looks like it will be an excellent truck.”
@MikeInTheWoods

“Having the option to get this 30-40k truck over the current 100k plus options is a no brainer and I myself would be on the 
reserve list already!”
@hulkyfps

“When it’s released, I’ll pre-purchase it no matter what happens... It’s fantastic.”
@KYLE_wmd

“I can’t wait to experience a compact EV pickup 
that also looks amazing.” 
W.S.

“Would love to see the JAX in person, can’t wait to learn more about the brand!”
T.P.
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“This car is magnificent.”
@playstationresto

“This is the best design ever.”
@user-hb2lh7gn8s

“Love it.. This is the right direction of EV trucks.”
@jchychot

“Thanks to you guys... I can still dream of a truck like that today... And even tomorrow ;) Can’t wait!!!!!!!!!!”
@gingerninjer355

“The mix of old fashion and futuristic technology in one place! Legendary!!!”
@barakcohen6250

“This is an absolute must have!”
@TheTitor81

“Love the new headlight design. Really hope to see these on the road someday!”
@DeanBobolini

“This one will probably attract a lot of the petrol heads to EV.”
@ghomerhust

“Excited to see what this bad boy can do!”
C.H. 
 
“I’ve been following the progress for several years now and am eagerly waiting for the sale of the Alpha WOLF! I’d love the op-
portunity to participate in a ride along event.”
S.P.

“Woohoo! I wanna take a ride!”
B.K.

“I’m so pumped for this truck! 
A.C.

“Please, please, please make this!”
@kylekleman

“Great design, unique as always. Love it!”
@type-0537

“Please please come to me.”
@user-mh4so3xu7b

“Was super excited when I first saw the WOLF. Wasn’t sold on any EV’s until I had seen this truck.”
A.E.

“I am proud of you, this electric car brings me a lot of pleasure, a lot of happiness, good luck.”
@patrickgruber3895
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“Alpha Motor Corporation is truly a game 
changer. It’s heartening to see such innovation 
in sustainable transportation.”
M.C.

“That’s the one to have!”
R.C.

“My favorite truck right now!”
D.C.

“The interior of this vehicle is a stunning design exercise.”

M.E.G.

“What a classic looking design, way better than any other EVs 
out there.”
C.L.

“Absolutely love it.”
@elliotbeamhurst

“Such an excellent EV option and you crushed the mini-truck 
look that the major manufacturers have been screwing up for 
years.”
E.W.

“This is unreal.”
@michael.troiani_

“Only EV concepts with style.”

@rompthewoods

“Retrofuturistic style and colour. Awesome.”
@petervartanis

“A classic truck, but built for the future.”
R.R.

“If yall are ever in TX would love to see the truck.”
P.T.

“Thank you thank you THANK YOU for bringing back retro!!
@manofearth83

“Can’t wait to see these on the road and my garage!”

A.J.
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“I want it in Mexico.”
@franciscop1612

“The only electric vehicles I’m interested in.”
@carlosizz89

“It’s my number one choice.”
@firebrand6604

“Really excited about the release of your automotive cars!”
R.B.

“Come to Colorado.”
M.C.

“I’ve been aching for this truck. I’m already sold on it.”
B.P.

“That’s awesome, I can’t wait to see these on the road!”
@Polara.

“LOOKS LIKE A TRUCK!!!! Good balance of 
Future, Retro and Utility.”
@gingerninjer355

“I’m looking for a truck like this one.”
@ba11ard

“I’d gladly drive with beautiful truck.”
@RustorShineGarage

“The world is ready for the Wolf truck.”
@787kokito

“Keep it up. Companies have been making trucks bigger and uglier for years so this is refreshing.”
@crazylegz324

“This truck is awesome and will fit my needs perfectly on an 
open cattle ranch.”
@williamw4350

“Please release it in Korea.. Personally, I really like Wolf Single Cab and Jax.”
@aphp4353

“I love the 80s 90s retro look that doesn’t look like a EV!”
@BeingMe23

“You know, an 80’s looking truck, but an EV. That’s definitely going to be a seller.”
@charlesball6519
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“Man I wish it comes to Canada...”
@DjAtmaWeapo

“Alpha making EVs awesome.”
@aaronmcconnell7358

“All of their models blow me away. Great stuff.”
@BergerandLeggman

“I fell in love with this truck the second I saw it.”
@jemsultan

“I’ve been following this truck for some time. Seeing this in action 
is exciting.” 

@Crestens

“I’ve been needing an Alpha WOLF and I brag about you all, all the time!”
C.T.

“Looking forward to the future of EVs.”
B.G.

“You couldn’t tell it was electric at first glance. That’s a very badass looking truck.”
@madfoxgaming2493

“I’m 100% sold and the minute it’s available I’m grabbing one.”
@crmaghirang

“Love the capability of the WOLF, the beautiful appearance, and the fact that it’s electric!”

A.G.

“So refreshing to see trucks that look like trucks again!”
@AngryAsianOG

“Ford Maverick better watch out.”
@LegalFiction.

“I would love to have this truck in my garage!”
@darkking1877

“Wolf or the Ace is the first EV I would consider buying. Thanks for making and trying to keep that car soul alive!”
@broektouw

“Cybertruck is so 2022, I’d take this over one any day of the 
week.”
@cheesetoast99

“Absolutely looking forward to see this thing in action. Hoping to one day own one.”
E.C.
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“Every vehicle in your lineup is just beautifully designed. They look like what a truck/suv/sports car should look like .”
@aaronmcconnell7358

“It’s the only EV I’ve seen that actually gets me 
stoked. Super rad.”
J.H.

“I want one so bad.”
@erniebray9064

“Looks sick! Would totally drive one!”
@dulskiski

“Insanely beautiful truck. Want it so badly.”
@joosepkunder

“This styling is spot on. Unbelievably awesome retro perfection.”
@davidkendall4588

“I really can’t wait to have this truck! Hopefully I can try it ASAP!”
R.R.

“Finally a car of style.”
@gianluigicostantini1105

“This is how you catch the attention of the off-road market.”
@aaronmcconnell7358

“I would love to ride the truck and compare the experience with my Rivian r1t.”
R.M.

“Quickly becoming my favorite car company.”
@harvestblades

“Soon you guys will show the US car industry and the world just how cool electric vehicles can be!”
@T.Lspitz

“It’s one hell of a truck.”
@ateeqafzal4444

 “I’ve been following your company progress for a couple years now and with each update I get more excited.”
@T.Lspitz

“UK, sell this in the UK immediately, thanks.”
@Mrdionoz

“What an amazing sleek design I love the retro style and features omg this is what the industry has been lacking and what all us 
have been wanting.”
@ateeqafzal4444
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“Yes please.”
@grewmj

“ME WANT!”
@ljprep6250

“Never been so excited about new cars in my life.”
@benjaminkarlsson6854

“How can i get one!? Gorgeous gorgeous gorgeous!!!”
@Deweythesecon

“We old school truck guys really need a classic design like this truck.”
@787kokito

“Wow, I really love it finally a simple classy EV truck. Can’t wait to buy one.”
@Saifness

“I’m buying this in a heartbeat.”
@Bassfacers

“Must have!”
@WaltWht

“Can’t wait to see these on the road and own one myself.”
@angellima7893

“The WOLF is such a cool blend of style and technology.”
M.S.

“I’m IN LOVE with this truck!!  I’ve been patiently awaiting the release of this thing since before the prototype was put up at 
Peterson museum.”
T.K.

“Pretty Badass.”
@highcrass7563

“I will love to buy one for real.”
@craig5003

“Excited to drive my future mini truck.”
C.D.

“Been waiting for this! Alpha Motors will be the 
best out of all the EVs!”
A.R.

“I’ve never really wanted an electric truck...Until now.”  

@stuartcarter7053
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“I’d buy one of these over an electric Bronco any day.”
@akinoffury2332

“These look cool as hell. Finally a normal sized truck too.”
@joshuaplank883

“As a long time supporter and early investor, I’m so excited for this.”
H.S.

“I invested a year ago! and I’m freakin excited to see how it runs in the next couple years!!!”
K.N.T.

“I’ve been following the progress of Alpha since the beginning so I’m super excited to see the WOLF coming to fruition.”
R.W.

“We—my house, the United States, the world!—so desperately 
need an affordable, practical, useful electric truck.”
B.B.

“The only EV I’m waiting on.”
@mbshawaii

“Shut up and take my money. :)”
@IndependentLiberty

“Whoever designs these vehicles should definitely go down on the right side of history, beautiful.”
@Wild-Wisdom

“Love the simplicity of the exterior design. Not too much. Not too little.”
@tjam4229

“My favorite EV currently.”
@MovieRN

“Only electric vehicle I’d consider.”
@samjohnson2801

“All your cars look great I hope one day Mexico is ready to receive them”
@XLFER00z

“Can’t wait for this to hit the market.”
@webfish69

“I wanted nothing to do with EVs until I saw Alpha Motors, all their vehicles look great.”
@justinc7362

“This truck is EXACTLY what I’m looking for!”
@kimmorris6001

“Can’t wait till this truck is available!”
@tada6037
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“Would love to experience this truck in person”
J.H.

“This is one cool vehicle! Can’t wait to see it!”
M.S.

“Can’t wait to get mine.”
@scottseibert7659

“To me, it gives-off a cool California vibe.”
@tjam4229 

“I’ve been waiting for an in person experience with this truck 
since I discovered your company.”
R.N.

“I can’t wait till I buy one.”
@mr.muffinhead1294

“This truck needs to be in our lives now.”
@787kokito

“Absolutely stunning, we are massive fans of your work.”
@coupeandhatchpodcast6098

“I can’t get enough of the Fall Guy looks.  Will they be coming to the UK with right hand drive?”
@stuartcarter7053

“It’s it possible that my spirit animal is also my 
spirit EV?”
B.B.

“I am an avid outdoors goer and truck lover but sold my truck because of the environmental impact of fossil fuel. I am very excited 
to see the electric truck market expand and your vehicles have the coolest look in my opinion.”
M.R.

“We need this truck in Texas roads now.”
@787kokito

“I’m super excited to see all your vehicles make progress, and the WOLF in particular.”
D.R.

“I don’t think I have ever been so excited and hopeful for a new product to come to market. I want one so bad!”
@scottkahre9206

“Excited, motivated and ready for the future! Alpha Motors is 
the future.”
A.T.

“Literally so cool. I can’t wait to hear more on this and the other vehicles over all.”
@TheBigCodeZero
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“We true truck guys need a simple, reliable, and 
beautiful design of the Wolf.”
@787kokito

“Too many electric trucks look like a toy, this looks like a truck.”
@hawkstrat9105

“I want to invest in this product so bad. The only way that electric 
vehicles are going to survive is with diversity.”
@MrJjg123ish

“I would love the chance to see this truck in person and go for a ride.”
J.H.

“Watch out Tesla.”
@heavenlyswordgaming8882

“We want this in Australia, please! Finally, a Ute looks like a Ute!! Bring it on.”
@holyparikrama

“Coolest pickup design ever.”
@juliocanales

“Please bring these to New Zealand....I’d have one asap.”
@graemefenemor

“As all the vehicles, especially the Wolf, look like nothing I have 
ever seen before. I would like to own one of Alpha’s vehicle some 
day.”
@Skittleman2341

“I know you will sell out once production starts, but I want one.”
@HandyDan

“Oh I’m super excited for this truck. I really love it and i cant wait to get one”
@parcalidiego92

“I reserved one. This  is the perfect small truck.”
@grantholmes5661

“The mix between modern and retro is a match made in heaven! Can’t wait to see these out on the trail!”
@kchilites

“I really can’t wait to have this truck!”
R.R.
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“Amazing vehicle, we need it in the UK.”
@stevedavies27666 

“This is my dream vehicle.”
@chandlermccoy

“Now you have to sell this car on the French market.”
@saithebreizhpriate

“Actually looks like a truck.”
M.M.

“Finally a truck that looks like a proper truck.”
A.S.

“This is the truck I’ve been telling friends about 
for months, I wanna buy one.”
@fullmetalgoat66

“I would use it for everything. Daily commute, off-road, camping, etc.”
@the.rooted.progress

“I have been following the brand for a while now and am excited 
to see how the car is shaping up.”
D.Z.

“I am truly excited about the release of this vehicle and potentially being able to experience the ride along event!!!”
C.D.

“Now, that’s a proper pick up truck!”
@josemanuelvl

“Gosh dang I wanna play with that.”
@_drew_martin_

“This could be my next truck!”
@kda_1803

“I love this truck!”
@plopex6679

“I would love to punish this truck on some back roads. Looks 
super capable.”
@backcountrybarista

“The truck looks sharp!”
@0h_g0sh_its_j0sh
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“This is what all pickups should look like.”
@patgavin

“My son needs the Hotwheels version for Christmas.”
@moises_sainz

“Tell me these aren’t the coolest looking cars on the planet?”
@imray_iain

“I’ve been eagerly awaiting the availability of these vehicles and can’t wait to experience one first hand!”

D.S.

“I need that truck in my life right now.”
@riggs_tm3

“I would be proud to roll up in that ride.”
@virtreluxe

“Just show me where to sign.”
@mcgeever1312

“Every design I’ve seen from this company is incredible.”
@alexeditphotos

“This is exactly what I need!”
@rubythejeeploum

“We need this in Denmark.”
@oliverthorleifmaersk

“I NEED THIS NOW!!!”
@ phillllllllllllllllllllllip

“Love these vehicles.”
@elsteve09

“Definitely interested in this for my first EV; no other electric 
truck exists like this.”
S.S.

“Dang, that looks fun.”
@mannel9

“I really want this brand to go places, I love everything so far!”
@lucas_andreason

“That’s hot. Can’t wait to see these things hit mass production.”
@bretedge

“Must have!”
@oliverthorleifmaersk
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“Pure love is what I feel.”
@piosan54 

“Only EV I’ve ever seriously considered.”
M.A.

“Freaking Awesome!”
@el_terrible_chevalier

“I think this is the most exciting vehicle on the horizon.”
E.W.

“I freaking want one!!!”
@mister_king619

“I love this design! Already a classic.”
@jedediahragnar

“The perfect daily driver!”
@indian_pilot1

“That’s it, I’m in love.”
@kevinkempis

“I am really interested in the Alpha WOLF and would love a chance to go for a ride and test out the EV truck. This will be my 
second electric vehicle purchase.”
J.M.

“I have fallen in love with the look especially the KC lights version. Just looks sick. Have had multiple conversations with people 
when vehicles are brought up in a conversation. Everyone’s response: That looks nice.”
D.P.

“This is the car I’m most looking forward to.”
M.A.

“Falling in love with this truck more and more.”
@theofficialtb7

“This is what both the truck and EV world needs!”
@londonmae086x

“Keep inspiring us.”
@niamoto_inc

“The only electric vehicle I’m interested in driving. I love this truck design.”
@wookiequoc

“Can I have one pleasessse.”
@olistic_arms

“I’m a paramedic in Tacoma, WA. The Alpha Wolf looks amazing, and I’d love the opportunity to ride in it!”
L.M.
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“Come to Phoenix. Take this market a ride. Show Phoenix what Alpha can do!”
K.D.

“Looking forward to seeing the WOLF in person finally. Most interested in its off-road capability.”
M.L.

“Coolest modern car designs yet IMO.”
@ryan49805

“Europe is waiting”
@vs11836

“Excited for all of the models to come out. Definitely think your 
cars can convince me to switch to EV.”
B.G.

“Oh yes.. It will be mine.”
@vonrothfelder

“The most interesting truck at SEMA.”
@second_creek.wrok_shop

“Absolutely incredible! Honored to have it on display.”
@blackrhinowheels

“Would 100% daily.”
@aapl3_

“I fancy one.”
@fitmintus

“Saw this truck at Petersen museum and loved it!!!!”
@rbrauti

“Ohhhh that’s a beauty.”
@realestateandcarswithjenn

“I am an outdoor enthusiast. I love exploring the deserts of Southern Utah. Super excited for the WOLF or SUPERWOLF. Would 
LOVE to try it out.”
J.G.

“A great display of what the general consumer really needs from 
an electric vehicle.”
@mackeycars

“I am extremely interested in the various Alpha vehicles but number 1 is the truck.”
P.S.

“This is a cool looking truck.”
@ryandg198267
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“Your designs are the only ones that have me eager to add an EV.”
@dagger_mouse256

“I wish ICE cars looked this good.”
@dagger_mouse256

“It should be illegal how good these look.”
@samartin34

“Favorite car brand at the moment.”
@eldy.95

“I would like an electric truck that looks like a truck and you 
have done that!”
J.P.

“I must have one.”
@j_holdgate_

“My goodness I need this.”
@thehilker

“This looks killer with a good range and quick charging times.”
@edwardthelatchino

“Not surprised. Success deserved.”
@mr_dvid_amar

“The Alpha Wolf is quite spartan because it’s designed for 
WORK and PLAY; It’s designed for UTILITY and VERSATILITY, 
it’s designed to be a TRUCK.”
R.P.

“This looks pretty sensational.”
M.A.

“Want this in my future.”
@lyonkellinsbliss

“I’m really excited about Alpha. I want an EV but don’t want a Tesla and a truck/ suv would be great.”
W.N.

“Come to Salt Lake City!”
D.J.

“I would buy that in a heartbeat!!! It looks like a timeless classic.”
@kotab_42

“The things I would do for this truck.”
@lyonkellinsbliss
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“This really has been the only electric truck that sparks my interest.”
B.L.

“Nailed it.”
@nameisbauer

“Awesome ideas coming from you folks. Keep it up!!!!”
@papaeric67

“The only good looking EV truck, really.”
C.R.

“This car makes me happy to be alive.”
@james_detail

“Your cars look so good. Classic design but, futuristic at the same time.”
@brettsamuels

“That’s a sexy little car.”
@wayne.keating.nz

“Avid EV person, owned multiple EVs, don’t like the cybertruck. 
So excited for the WOLF.”
J.L.

“I am passionate about the need for a small, affordable EV truck in the US market!”
S.K.

“I am absolutely in love with your whole line.”
@jarobiwhite

“I’m SPEECHLESS with this thing...”
@dudedah

“If this sells in Sweden, it’s totally gonna be my first electric car.”
@fredrikwikstrom

“To me your cars are the best EV designs out there. Simple. Elegant. Playful.”
@chefjasonlsmith

“Now this is a new car I can get behind.”
@tingentleman

“Awesome! This is perfection!”
@ronny_ager_wick

“I’m usually against electric vehicles, and to be honest this is one I would totally consider buying. It just looks awesome.”
@d_cool02

“Had my eyes on this truck for years now. I’m stoked to see it finally on its way!”
M.S.
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“What a clean looking truck.”
@hs_83h

“Stunning and functional.”
@mvplrjohnson

“I can’t wait to see this in real life!”
C.L.

“The WOLF is such a cool blend of style and technology.” 
M.S.

“Keep at it! This little pickup is awesome.”
@jefffadness

“I am holding off buying my next car for the 
WOLF truck.”
M.L.

“I reserved one the first day I heard about the WOLF.”
S.H.

“I currently drive a 2023 Ford lightning and can’t wait for the SUPER WOLF to release, so that I can get rid of it.”
Z.F.

“I want one! That’s the coolest electric vehicle I have seen yet!”
@ba_na_nic

“I am in love, I want one.”
@pasqualinoss

“ I love the smell of burnt fuel and the sound of a cam lobe, but that’s a proper truck that would definitely urge me to go green!”
J.G.

“One of the most good looking modern cars I’ve seen.”
@_bonro

“Love these vehicles...All of them.”
@hmcarmona

“I’m dying to do a drive test.”
@avak__n

“This is my truck! The one I want!”
@markvidal

“This is what the new Land Rover Defender should have been.”
@roman_rozhnov

“Such a great looking truck!”
C.H.

“FINALLY. An electric truck that looks like a damn truck and not a door stop.”
J.G.
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“All the other manufacturers need to take note 
from these guys, we all want old looking new 
school trucks.”
G.G.

“That Wolf Electric Truck is one slick piece of tech. Can’t wait to see these bad boys on the road.”
T.S.S.

“I just fell in love.”
@dtscooterz

“All CLASS right there.”
@myersjeffrey

“An EV design that I can immediately, without any hesitation, 
absolutely love. So tired of every other design looking like it 
came out of Pixar and not an automotive design lab.”
A.D.

“I’ve not once thought about selling my 87 Ram until I saw this.”
@matson_woodfield

“I’m excited to see the classic style with some of the tech that we need in modern vehicles”
M.B.

“Thanks for showing Cybertruck what a truck should look like.”
M.A.

“Oh boy how not to love this.”
@piosan54

“It’s so clean and classic while being brand new with the EV power train. I want one!”
S.P.

“Finally, an electric truck that looks awesome. 
Can’t wait for the roll out.”
J.Y.

“I’m hoping this reignites the mini truck scene from my youth albeit with an electric twist!”
B.C.

“This looks like it would be insanely fun to drive.”
J.B.

“We are in NY. Please visit here.”
S.W.
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“This is my #1 electric car brand I’m keeping my eye on.”
A.A.

“Exiting to see the truck coming to life!”
J.L.

“My favorite truck right now!”
D.C.

“Definitely the truck I’ve been waiting for.”
Carina Licea

“About time cars are getting designed by DESIRE.”
@arzoarsalan

“Dang, need this thing! Cool lil’ trucks, please bring ‘em to Germany asap!”
H.K.

“Just imagine if all those Teslas out there would be Wolfs…”
M.S.

“Will buy as soon as it’s ready!!”
@flosstradamus

“It’s moves the design forward into the future while retaining the aesthetic elements of the past.”
M.E.G.

“They just keep getting better and better.”
@titans_muse

“Retro classic looks bring back childhood nostalgia.”
J.L.

“I can’t wait to see these hit the trail.”
C.H.

“Alpha has THE best looking vehicles.”
@s.p.filho

“Ok, I’m gonna need a Wolf sooner rather than later.”
@brothernaturee

“You have tapped into several generations with the design. 
There will be those that remember back to the 1970s. And there 
will be those that appreciate the modern take on a utility pickup 
design.”
J.J.S.

“Can’t wait for these Alphas to hit the road!”
M.A.
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“I am so excited for this to go into production! It’s by far the 
coolest EV truck!”
J.F.

“Hands down best-looking EV truck out there”
@pasta_rockeccino

“I am a big fan of Alpha Motors. I think your designs are both classic and modern. Can’t wait to see them on the road!”
N.W.

“Truck looks super cool, would love to take a ride.”
G.D.

“The fact that it looks as good in real life as it does in renders 
is astounding”
@zoomtuning

“I’ve been following Alpha motors for a while now! I’d love to get up close with the WOLF!!!”
C.T.

“Excited to drive this super cool truck!”
V.S.

“WOLF, everything! PCH, cruising!”

R.J.

“Bring that ute to Australia. It will sell like... crazy.”
@sean_tilley

“Can’t wait to see a saga estate”
@clanejjr

“Very excited for the other models in you line up. I would love a saga as a dad mobile.”
@ibeatoffroad

“This is what all pickups should look like.”
@patgavin

“As a park ranger I’d love for my department to ditch our big gas guzzlers and go with something like this...”
@toshiagain

“Please bring to Australia, these things would sell ridiculously.”
J.R.

“Finally, a new vehicle, EV or otherwise, with a nice interior. All those others with the obnoxious screen everywhere are junk, this 
is a nice clean interior with a nicely placed single screen and regular HVAC controls below it. Perfection.”
@will.27.k

“I’m on the reserve list for - well, all the WOLFs!”

J.B.


